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Maine Impact Week 2021 Faculty Mentor Impact Awards
Yonggang “Tim” Lu, Maine Business School
Apr 9, 2021

https://youtu.be/6lZaAp1peLQ
Run Time : 00:02:10
Earlier this year, we asked students to nominate faculty members who had an important impact
on them and the response was incredible. Through online videos and announcements, we are
featuring the nine faculty members who won 2021 Faculty Mentor Impact Awards
Transcript is machine generated, unedited, in English.
my name
is i am a herod alphon associate
professor
of business analyticals at maine
business school
i'm teaching business intelligence and
analytical
courses for our mb programs
which currently enrolls almost 400
students
i'm deeply honored for this award
and really grateful to be recognized by
my students
mentoring students really means a lot to
me in my teaching
most of our mb
are offered as online classes
so it is especially important to provide
students
with a valuable learning experience
by paying attention to students
particular
needs in their studies and the work with
them
in small groups or one-on-one basis
in such a way students can really feel

they are engaged in class work
and develop a better understanding of
the course content
taught in class and how it can
tremendously
help them in their career
development sometimes
students and i actually worked together
to solve
immediate real world problems
in their everyday jobs and
in the meantime many of our students
are working professionals some of them
been part of the middle or senior
management
team of their companies so mentoring
students
also is a study process
go in both directions when i teach
students
they also shared with me their
professional experiences
that really benefit my teacher as well
thank you
English (auto-generated)

